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Discovery’s Frontend and Backend Search teams ran an A/B test from 17 March 2017 to 27 March 2017
to assess the effectiveness of performing cross-wiki searches and showing results from sister projects (such as
Wikisource and Wikiquote) to randomly selected users on Arabic, Catalan, French, German, Italian, Persian,
Polish, and Russian Wikipedias. We found that relatively few users clicked on the cross-wiki results and that
overall engagement varied greatly across the wikis. For example, Test group users were more likely to engage
with their (cross-wiki and same-wiki) search results than the Control group were with their (same-wiki only)
results on Arabic and Polish Wikipedias; counter-intuitively, the opposite was true on German and Italian
Wikipedias. Given that we did observe a positive difference in engagement in 5 out of 8 wikis, Analysis’s
recommendation is to move forward with the cross-wiki search project. That is, there does not appear to be
overwhelming evidence that we should not continue with the cross-wiki search project, and we are left to
wonder if – perhaps – there are cultural differences at play, but this would require research (see Discussion).

Introduction
Within the Wikimedia Foundation’s Engineering group, the Discovery department’s mission is to make the
wealth of knowledge and content in the Wikimedia projects (such as Wikipedia) easily discoverable. The
Search team is responsible for maintaining and enhancing the search features and APIs for MediaWiki, such
as language detection – i.e. if a French Wikipedia visitor searches and gets fewer than 3 results, we check if
maybe their query is in another language, and if our language detection determines that the query’s language
is most likely German (for example), then in addition to results from French Wikipedia, they would also get
results from German Wikipedia, if any.
Specifically, the Search team’s current goal is to add cross-wiki searching – that is, providing search results
from other (also referred to as “sister”) Wikimedia projects (“wikis”) within the same language. For example,
if a work (e.g. a book or poem) on French Wikisource matched the user’s query, that user would be shown
results from French Wikisource in addition to any results from French Wikipedia. In our previous report
[2017], we showed that there was some evidence that suggested these additional “cross-wiki” search results
helped user engagement but due to some issues with the user interface the results were not definitive, and so
this test was meant to be a follow-up for us after we corrected those issues.
For the users who received the experimental user experience (UX), each additional wiki’s top result was
shown as a box in a sidebar with a link to view more results (see Figure 1). There was one group of users who
received the experimental UX and one control group that did not:
• Control: This group received the baseline user experience, which only includes the search results from
Source code and data are available on GitHub (wikimedia-research/Discovery-Search-Test-CrosswikiSidebar-2)
Screenshot by Deb Tankersley available on Wikimedia Commons, licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0.
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Figure 1: Example of cross-wiki search results on German Wikipedia, with sister wikis in the sidebar ordered according to
recall. Multimedia results (including results from Wikimedia Commons) are shown first, regardless of the sidebar ordering.

the wiki they are on. To make their experience comparable to the test groups with respect to latency,
we performed the search across the additional indices, but did not show the results to the end user.
• Test: This group received the experimental user experience, which includes search results from other
wikis (if any were returned). The boxes holding the results (one box for each wiki) were ordered
according to recall – the volume of search results returned for each respective wiki.
The primary questions we wanted to answer are:
• Did users who saw the additional cross-wiki results engage with those results?
• Was the overall engagement with search results better or worse compared to the controls?
On 17 March 2017 we deployed an A/B test on the desktop version of Arabic, Catalan, French, German,
Italian, Persian, Polish, and Russian Wikipedias to assess the efficacy of this feature. The test concluded on
27 March 2017, after a total of 42178 search sessions had been anonymously tracked.
Methods
This test’s event logging (EL) was implemented in JavaScript according to the TestSearchSatisfaction2 (TSS2)
schema, which is the one used by the Search team for its metrics on desktop, data was stored in a MySQL
database, and analyzed and reported using R [R Core Team, 2016].
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arwiki
cawiki
frwiki
dewiki
itwiki
fawiki
plwiki
ruwiki

Language
Arabic
Catalan
French
German
Italian
Persian
Polish
Russian

Chance of getting selected for EL
1 in 25
1 in 6
1 in 70
1 in 108
1 in 42
1 in 8
1 in 35
1 in 71

Chance of getting into A/B Test*
1 in 8
1 in 34
1 in 3
1 in 2
1 in 5
1 in 25
1 in 6
1 in 3

Table 1: Sampling rates used for event logging (EL) and random selection into the A/B test. The two sets of rates were
calculated based on the desired sample size and the traffic of each wiki, while also leaving enough event logged sessions for
computing metrics. Note: being selected for the test is contingent on being selected for EL.

Figure 2: Flow of Wikipedia visitors into the A/B test.

Data
The data was collected according to the TSS2 schema, revision 16270835. Figure 2 shows the flow of
Wikipedia visitors on Desktop. Approximately 26.3% of the unique desktop devices that visit the 270
Wikipedias are accounted for by the 8 languages. In general, desktop users are randomly selected for anonymous tracking at a rate of 1 in 200, but for 8 wikis we changed the sampling rates to those shown in Table
1.
Users who made it into the test were then randomly assigned to one of the two groups described above:
Control and Test.
We would like to note that our event logging does not support cross-wiki tracking, so after the user leaves
the search results page, we cannot tell whether they have performed subsequent searches, nor how or how
long the user engaged with the visited result’s page. See Phabricator ticket T160004 for full details of the
implementation on both back-end and front-end.
Relative traffic was calculated using a combination of Wikidata Query Service (WDQS) and Wikimedia Analytics’ monthly
unique devices API. See the workbook for implementation.
The languages Wikipedia is available in were counted by querying Wikidata with this SPARQL query.
To see the sampling configuration, refer to Gerrit change 343104.
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Arabic Wikipedia
Catalan Wikipedia
French Wikipedia
German Wikipedia
Italian Wikipedia
Persian Wikipedia
Polish Wikipedia
Russian Wikipedia
All 8 wikis

Control
2144
2970
2624
2641
2842
2389
2513
2952
21075

Test
2216
2892
2679
2757
2781
2368
2505
3005
21203

Both
4360
5862
5303
5398
5623
4757
5018
5957
42278

Table 2: Number of search sessions used for analysis by wiki and group. Each search session may have several individual
searches.

Control
Test
Both

Same-wiki clicks
12999
12019
25018

Sister-project clicks
0
478
478

Textcat clicks
1
2
3

Overall clicks
13000
12499
25499

Table 3: Number of click events by group.

Analysis
We employed the binom [Dorai-Raj, 2014], LearnBayes [Albert, 2014], conting [Overstall, 2016], and internallydeveloped BCDA [Popov] packages for Bayesian statistical analysis and confidence intervals in Figures 3, 6,
7, and 8.
Results
After the test has concluded on 27 March 2017, we processed the collected data and filtered out duplicated
events, extraneous search engine result pages (SERPs), and kept only the searches for which we had both event
logging (EL) data and logs of searches (Cirrus requests). This left us with a total of 42278 search sessions (see
Table 2 for the full breakdown by wiki and group). Table 3 breaks down the counts of clicks on same-wiki
results (e.g. a Italian Wikipedia visitor clicking on a Italian Wikipedia article) and clicks on sister-projects
results (e.g. an Italian Wikipedia visitor clicking on an Italian Wikinews article).
Zero Results Rate (ZRR)
The zero results rate (ZRR) – proportion of searches yielding zero results – is one of Discovery’s Search
Team’s key performance indicators (KPIs), and we are always interested in lowering that number (but not
at the expense of results’ relevance). While we were primarily interested in searchers’ engagement with the
search result for this test, we included this section as a consistency check – that the zero results rate is lower
when a cross-wiki search is performed (see Figure 3).
In Figure 4, we broke the ZRR from Figure 3 down by language and project and included a reference
marker for each project’s overall ZRR (aggregated across all the languages the project is available in). Almost
all of the projects are available (at the time of the test and at the time of writing this report) in Arabic, Catalan,
French, German, Italian, Persian, Polish, and Russian. Of particular note are the overall ZRR of projects like
Wikinews and Wiktionary (both exist in Catalan, Italian, Persian, and Polish), which appear to be much
lower than the ZRR observed in this test.
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Figure 3: Proportion of searches yielding zero results broken up by group, wiki, and type of results (same-wiki only vs. including
cross-wiki results).

Figure 4: The proportion of searches that yielded zero results was the lowest for Wikipedia and Wikisource, with the other
projects having very high zero result rates. The ZRR was calculated using back-end search logs, which included searches from
controls. To control for lag, we performed cross-wiki searches for everyone in the A/B test, regardless of group membership.
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Figure 5: Average number of searches, average number of search engine result pages (SERPs), total searches, total SERPs,
and total sessions by group and wiki. The groups did not appear to behave too differently. For example, the two groups had
very similar average searches per user.

In fact, the ZRR in these eight languages is much higher than the overall ZRR for every project. We
suspect this is partly responsible for the low sister-project click counts seen in Table 3. This supports our
previous intuition that people search differently on different projects and that people sometimes tailor their
searches to the project they are on. For example, searching for “Barack Obama birthdate” or “Fast and Furious
movies” on Wikipedia simply does not make a whole lot of sense on other projects such as Wiktionary and
Wikivoyage.
Engagement
We used the clickthrough rate as an indicator of users’ engagement with search results and as a measure of the
results’ relevance. That is, if we present users with more relevant results (such as those from Wikipedia’s sister
projects), then we expect the clickthrough rate to be higher in the test group compared to that of controls.
Figure 5 shows that various search activity measures did not vary too much from one group to another.
In Figures 6, 7, and 8, we see that engagement was higher in Test than in Control on 5 of the 8 wikis
(Arabic, French, Persian, Polish, and Russian Wikipedias) but lower on the other 4 (Italian, Catalan, and most
drastically German Wikipedias).
Table 4 shows the relative risk – how much more likely each respective test group is to engage with the
search results (same-wiki or cross-wiki) than the Control group. For example, on Catalan Wikipedia, users
in the Test are 0.951 times more likely to click on a result than users in the Control group. While most of the
estimates are greater than 1 (suggesting more relevant results), the 95% credible intervals contain 1, meaning
we do not have sufficient evidence to draw definitive conclusions.
Under the χ2 discrepancy statistic, the Bayesian p value of 0.525 does not indicate that the interaction
model is inadequate. Furthermore, Kass and Raftery [1995] suggest that 2 loge (BayesFactor) = 301.608 is
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Figure 6: Clickthrough rates of experimental groups, split by wiki.

Figure 7: Day-by-day clickthrough rates of experimental groups, split by wiki.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the Control group’s probability of engaging with results to the Test group’s probability.

Wiki
Arabic Wikipedia
Catalan Wikipedia
French Wikipedia
German Wikipedia
Italian Wikipedia
Persian Wikipedia
Polish Wikipedia
Russian Wikipedia

Relative Risk
1.077
0.951
1.020
0.854
0.922
1.020
1.024
1.021

95% CI
(0.988, 1.168)
(0.874, 1.027)
(0.954, 1.089)
(0.800, 0.908)
(0.870, 0.975)
(0.938, 1.105)
(0.951, 1.103)
(0.959, 1.082)

Table 4: How much more likely the Test group was to engage with the search results compared to the Control group. A
relative risk greater than 1 indicates the test group was more likely to engage, while a relative risk less than 1 indicates the
test group was less likely to engage.

0 sister projects
1 sister projects
2 sister projects
3+ sister projects

0 cross-wiki clicks
14039
5192
3679
12270

1 cross-wiki click
0
90
64
154

2+ cross-wiki clicks
0
17
7
32

Table 5: A contingency table of searches by number of sister projects returned (rows) and number of clicks on those cross-wiki
results (columns). For example, there were 61 searches where the users saw 2 sister projects in the sidebar and clicked only
once on one of those cross-wiki results.
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Coefficient
0 sister projects and 0 cross-wiki clicks
1 sister project
2 sister projects
3+ sister projects
1 cross-wiki click
2+ cross-wiki clicks
1 sister project and 1 cross-wiki click
2 sister projects and 1 cross-wiki click
3+ sister projects and 1 cross-wiki click
1 sister project and 2+ cross-wiki clicks
2 sister projects and 2+ cross-wiki clicks
3+ sister projects and 2+ cross-wiki clicks

Estimate
4.532
-2.413
0.751
0.226
4.400
-1.530
3.030
-1.128
-0.949
-2.261
0.739
0.931

95% HPDI
(4.13, 4.89)
(-3.53, -1.35)
(0.34, 1.16)
(-0.17, 0.67)
(4.04, 4.80)
(-2.10, -1.02)
(1.97, 4.16)
(-1.50, -0.68)
(-1.37, -0.51)
(-3.75, -0.72)
(0.20, 1.25)
(0.38, 1.56)

Table 6: Results of fitting a Bayesian log-linear model to cross-wiki results and cross-wiki clickthroughs.

very strong evidence against null hypothesis of independence. This means there is evidence of a relationship
between number of projects displayed and number of clicks on those sister-wiki results.
Table 6 summarizes the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) results of fitting a Bayesian log-linear
model to the data in Table 5. It suggests there is a strong interaction between number of projects returned and
number of clicks on those projects. Contrasting the negative estimate for “3+ sister projects and 1 cross-wiki
click” (-0.949) to the positive estimates for “2/3+ sister projects and 2+ cross-wiki clicks” (0.739 and 0.931,
respectively, with the lower bounds of both HPD intervals being greater than zero), the model strongly suggests
the relationship is positive – that more sister projects shown to the user yields more cross-wiki clicks, up to a point.
Of the 394 unique searches that included a click on the cross-wiki results, 232 were searches where the
user received both sets of results (same-wiki and cross-wiki) but clicked only once and specifically on a crosswiki result. This suggests that for some users the results from sister projects may have been more relevant
than the results from the wiki they were on.
Discussion and Acknowledgements
We are not actually sure why there is such a drastic negative difference between the two groups on German
Wikipedia since we are not actually removing any search results, and we would expect users to at least have
an engagement rate in the same ballpark, and it is interesting to see a similar negative difference on Italian
Wikipedia also. From a technical implementation perspective, there should not have been anything particular
about those two wikis that impacted event logging or display of results. Perhaps there is a cultural difference
in task/intent – such that when users saw previews of results from the other projects, perhaps they learned
what they wanted to learn, and with their curiosity satisfied, did not feel the need to click on any results –
but that would require considerable human-computer interaction research to confirm or reject.
We also suspect that the high zero results rate for each of the sister projects for these languages may have
been responsible for the few sister-project clicks. As shown in Table 6 in the Engagement analysis, there is
evidence that suggests a positive relationship between number of sister projects in the sidebar and clicks on
those cross-wiki results.
Finally, we would like to thank our colleagues Trey Jones (Software Engineer, Wikimedia Foundation)
and Chelsy Xie (Data Analyst, Wikimedia Foundation) for their reviews of and feedback on this report.
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